
From: Aileen Cotter
To: House Education
Subject: HS Diploma
Date: Thursday, March 10, 2022 6:57:55 AM

That’s the most stupid thing yet! It’s like telling you all that unless you know detail about the First Nations who you
govern as well! You cannot sit in any governmental seat!
Use your brain! Bet you couldn’t pass the test if it was given you either!
No! Let’s test on things that matter like the Constitution of the United States of America!  Bet you couldn’t pass that
one either!

Ella Cotter
NP
Sent from my iPhone
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From: Laurie Clark
To: House Education
Subject: SB 72
Date: Thursday, March 10, 2022 8:17:33 AM

I am against basing high school graduation on a test based on the US Citizenship test and government related to
Alaska natives! (They already take Government and Alaska history!) A high school diploma should be based on the
entire academic experience. Why would future students mess with taking 4 years of classes and the hassle of passing
them if they can just take ONE test?? If a student passes all the credit requirements but not YOUR TEST what will
happen then??  Who knows what will be on it… oh, I know— the teachers are going to have to teach to the test so
the first year students have a clue. This is ridiculous!!! Are you saying the diploma is worth nothing (after all these
years) so you need to require one more test?
The more I think about this, the more it angers me. Our children have enough change in their lives right now. Leave
them alone!
Laurie Clark
North Pole, Alaska

Sent from my iPad
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From: ArtDuncan
To: House Education
Subject: SB72
Date: Wednesday, March 9, 2022 8:59:07 PM

I am against this bill.

Sent from ProtonMail mobile
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